omg. i just spent, like, 200 hours on a project and then my computer crashed

what's wrong?!?

can't u just pull it off your mirror?

i have no idea what ur talking about. what does a mirror have to do with it?

u don't mirror your files?

seriously. ur talking like ur crazy.

a mirror is an exact duplicate of your files, folders, everything that is stored remotely

???

i always keep a mirror for this exact reason. so if my computer crashes, i can get my files.
y didn't i know about this?

i don't know. maybe u skipped class that day?

so i should definitely have a mirror. check.

make sure u do a backup too tho.

i'm confused. i thought the mirror was a backup.

well, some people call it that, but they're different. a backup saves everything...

but a mirror copies your machine, so if you delete something, it deletes it on the mirror.

so if u delete something accidentally, a mirror won't help, but a backup will.

k. so i need both. so like a flash drive?
u will prob need more than that, like an external drive. i have two, one stays home and one is in my dorm.

y 2?

well, if something happens to one, i have the other.

so your backup has a backup?

yep

that seems like a lot of work

it takes me about 15 minutes and i do it once a week. how much time did u say you just lost?

i see your point.

i thought u might
well, i have to get started recreating that project... gotta go

make sure you go to best buy first to get a backup drive!

rude

LMAO

u would